POWER BANK

With fashionable design, convenient carry, high capacity, fast charging, this product can quickly meet charging demand of communicate and digital devices like mobiles, iphone, ipad, ipod, PDA, MP3, MP4, PSP, GPS navigator, etc, moreover, it has LED light function, which brings your digital life with much more energy and joy.

5000mAh ultimate capacity is produced to meet charging task with 3~5times for your device use original imported chip, top cell ABS+PE anti-flaming huii and uvoil. Adopt high-stable switch power to control circuit and intelligent single-chip power management scheme.

Product specifications:

- Capacity: 5000mAh
- Charging speed for mobiles: 1000mAh/hours
- Input: DC5V/1A
- Input charging time: 5~6hours
- Output: DC5V/1A
- Recycling time: 500time